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ABSTRACT

We propose that the flux-rope Ω loop that emerges to become any bipolar magnetic region (BMR) is made
by a convection cell of the Ω-loop’s size from initially-horizontal magnetic field ingested through the cell’s
bottom. This idea is based on (1) observed characteristics of BMRs of all spans (∼ 1000 km to ∼ 200,000
km), (2) a well-known simulation of the production of a BMR by a supergranule-size convection cell from
horizontal field placed at cell bottom, and (3) a well-known convection-zone simulation. From the observations
and simulations, we (1) infer that the strength of the field ingested by the biggest convection cells (giant cells)
to make the biggest BMR Ω loops is ∼ 103 G, (2) plausibly explain why the span and flux of the biggest
observed BMRs are ∼ 200,000 km and ∼ 1022 Mx, (3) suggest how giant cells might also make “failed-BMR”
Ω loops that populate the upper convection zone with horizontal field, from which smaller convection cells
make BMR Ω loops of their size, (4) suggest why sunspots observed in a sunspot cycle’s declining phase tend
to violate the hemispheric helicity rule, and (5) support a previously-proposed amended Babcock scenario for
the sunspot cycle’s dynamo process. Because the proposed convection-based heuristic model for making a
sunspot-BMR Ω loop avoids having ∼ 105 G field in the initial flux rope at the bottom of the convection zone,
it is an appealing alternative to the present magnetic-buoyancy-based standard scenario and warrants testing by
high-enough-resolution giant-cell magnetoconvection simulations.

Keywords: Solar magnetic fields (1503); Solar magnetic flux emergence (2000); Solar convection zone (1998);
Solar cycle (1487); Solar dynamo (2001)

1. INTRODUCTION

All of the magnetic field on the Sun evidently comes from
magnetic-flux-rope Ω loops that bubble up from below the
surface, i.e., from below the photosphere (Zwaan 1987; Fan
2009; Ishikawa et al. 2010; van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green
2015). The magnetic field in and above the photosphere con-
tinually evolves via emergence of new Ω-loop field, move-
ment of the field’s feet by flows in and below the photo-
sphere, and submergence of extant field (e.g., Moore & Rabin
1985). The evolving magnetic field modulates the Sun’s lu-
minosity, results in the mega-Kelvin hot corona and its solar-
wind outflow, and explodes to make coronal mass ejections,
flares, and myriad smaller explosions that continually erupt
all over the Sun (Withbroe & Noyes 1977; Vaiana & Rosner
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1978; Shibata et al. 2007; Raouafi et al. 2010; Moore et al.
2011; Innes & Teriaca 2013; Tiwari et al. 2019; Panesar et al.
2019; Sterling & Moore 2020). Thus, (1) the dynamo pro-
cess that generates the pre-emergent magnetic field and (2)
the process that forms the pre-emergent field into flux-rope
Ω loops together fuel all solar magnetic activity and con-
sequent space weather and space climate. For this reason,
and because both processes are far from being entirely under-
stood (Fan 2009; Spruit 2011; Charbonneau 2020), pinning
down how these two processes work continues to be a major
endeavour of solar astrophysics. The considerations of the
present paper concern both processes.

The present paper considers certain well-established ob-
served characteristics of solar bipolar magnetic regions
(BMRs) of all sizes in combination with two well-known nu-
merical simulations of the free convection in the convection
zone, one with magnetic field and the other with no magnetic
field. The simulation with magnetic field is of the production
of a BMR by the emergence of an Ω loop made by a convec-
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tion cell of the diameter of a small supergranule, ∼ 20,000
km across. The convection cell makes the Ω loop by ingest-
ing horizontal field placed at the bottom of the cell, 20,000
km below the photosphere top of the cell. The simulation
with no magnetic field is of the global convection zone, from
the bottom of the convection zone at 0.7 RS un up to 15,000
km below the photosphere. From the considered observed
characteristics of BMRs together with the simulations, we
propose that the flux-rope Ω loop that emerges to become a
BMR of any size – from the littlest to the biggest – is made
by a convection cell of that size. With schematic drawings
(cartoons) that are suggested by the observations and simula-
tions, we envision how the flow in a BMR-making convection
cell of any size bends and twists initially-horizontal ingested
field into a flux-rope Ω loop as the cell’s central upflow car-
ries the top of the loop up to the surface.

We also propose how the cell-bottom horizontal field –
from which a convection cell of any size makes a BMR flux-
rope Ω loop of its size – comes to be present at the bottom of
the cell. For this, we employ the convection zone’s so-called
giant convection cells. A giant cell is any convection cell that
is big enough to span the entire 200,000 km vertical extent of
the convection zone (Simon & Weiss 1968; Hathaway et al.
2013). The giant cells in the global simulation of the convec-
tion zone range in width from ∼ 100,000 km to ∼ 200,000
km.

From the cartoons and the global simulation of the con-
vection zone, we reason that only a few of the giant cells
that sit on either the northern or the southern global-dynamo-
generated toroidal field band at the bottom of the convec-
tion zone may ingest a stitch of toroidal field from which it
makes a twisted-field flux-rope Ω loop that spans the giant
cell and emerges to become a BMR of that size. Observed
recently-emerged BMRs of that size are the Sun’s biggest
single-bipole sunspot active regions. With similar cartoons,
we envision how most giant cells that sit on a toroidal field
band and ingest a stitch of toroidal field might make from it
a cell-spanning Ω loop that – instead of being a twisted flux
rope – is a loose bundle of many separate flux tubes that do
not immediately emerge as BMRs. We conjecture that the
tops of these failed-BMR Ω loops reside in the upper half
of the convection zone for about a month, waiting for con-
vection downflows to pump them down to the bottom of the
convection zone. During their stay in the upper half, they are
the horizontal field that convection cells of all sizes smaller
than giant cells feed on to make flux-rope Ω loops of their
size that emerge as BMRs of that size.

The envisioned way that a giant cell makes an Ω loop of its
size is commensurate with the flows in giant cells in the sim-
ulated global convection zone. We also point out how both
the envisioned way of producing the biggest BMR flux-rope

Ω loops and the global convection-zone simulation support
an amended Babcock solar dynamo scenario.

2. BMR OBSERVATIONS

New (recently-emerged) BMRs of all sizes have grossly
similar magnetic form, each being an arch of magnetic field
rooted in the BMR’s two domains of opposite-polarity mag-
netic flux. One measure of the size of a BMR is the BMR’s
span D given by the distance between the centroids of the
two domains of opposite polarity. By this measure, new
BMRs range in size (span D) in a continuous spectrum
across about two orders of magnitude (van Driel-Gesztelyi
& Green 2015). The littlest new BMRs are the size of a
granule (D ∼ 103 km) (Ishikawa et al. 2010); the biggest
recently-emerged BMRs are the biggest first-disk-passage
single-bipole sunspot active regions (D ∼ 2 x 105 km) (Wang
& Sheeley 1989).

A BMR’s magnetic arch has the overall shape of an elon-
gated dome that covers a roughly elliptical area typically
having its major diameter about twice its minor diameter.
That overall shape of the magnetic field holds for isolated
recently-emerged BMR’s big enough to have sunspots, for
new emerged BMRs too little to have sunspots (i.e., the
BMRs called ephemeral regions), and for BMRs even smaller
than ephemeral regions. In Figure 1 we show typical BMRs
of three different sizes – of the size of a granule, of the
size of a supergranule, and of the size of a giant cell. For
more examples of typical single-bipole sunspot-active-region
BMRs see Figures 1 and 2 of Fan (2009) and Figure 1 of van
Driel-Gesztelyi & Green (2015). For examples of ephemeral-
region BMRs see Figure 7.4 of Martres & Bruzek (1977).
As Figure 1 illustrates, granule-size BMRs are like all big-
ger BMRs in that the overall three-dimensional magnetic
field evidently has the same elongated elliptical dome shape
(Ishikawa et al. 2010).

As a BMR of any size emerges, the opposite-polarity flux
centroids are closest together at the start of emergence, con-
tinually move apart as more field emerges, and stop mov-
ing apart at the end of emergence (Ishikawa et al. 2010; van
Driel-Gesztelyi & Green 2015). The similar spreading apart
of the opposite-polarity centroids and the similar shape of the
emerged bipolar field of BMRs of all sizes are the basic evi-
dence that BMRs of all sizes are similar magnetic structures
that all emerge the same way, each resulting from the emer-
gence of a flux-rope Ω loop from below the photosphere (van
Driel-Gesztelyi & Green 2015).

2.1. Granule-Size BMRs

Photospheric vector magnetograms from the Solar Op-
tical Telescope (SOT) Spectropolarimeter (SP) on Hinode
(Tsuneta et al. 2008; Ichimoto et al. 2008; Suematsu et al.
2008; Kosugi et al. 2007) revealed that in quiet regions and
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Figure 1. Examples of BMRs of three different sizes near their times of maximum magnetic flux. (a) Stokes-V (upper panel) and Stokes-I
(lower panel) of a granule-size BMR scanned by Hinode SOT/SP. (b) LOS magnetogram (upper panel) and continuum intensity image (lower
panel) of a supergranule-size BMR observed by SDO/HMI. (c) Same as (b), but for a giant-cell-size BMR. Each BMR is in the northern
hemisphere, and is within 20◦ from solar disk center. East-west and north-south spans of the fields of view are given in the lower panels.

coronal holes, there is a granule-size BMR in about one out
of every ten granules (Lites et al. 2008; Ishikawa et al. 2008).
Averaged over the BMR’s granule-size area, the strength of
the magnetic field in a granule-size BMR is ∼ 100 G (Lites
et al. 2008). So, the total unsigned magnetic flux in a granule-
size BMR is ∼ 1018 Mx (∼ BD2, where B is the field strength,
∼ 100 G, and D is the distance between the opposite-polarity
flux centroids, ∼ 108 cm). The magnetic flux Φ in the Ω

loop that emerges to become a BMR is half the BMR’s total
unsigned flux, ∼ 5 × 1017 Mx for the Ω loops that emerge
to become granule-size BMRs. A typical granule-size BMR
has about the span of a granule (∼ 108 cm) and lasts about
as long as a granule (∼ 300 s) (Title et al. 1989; Lites et al.
2008; Ishikawa & Tsuneta 2010).

Ishikawa et al. (2010) tracked the emergence of a granule-
size BMR in SOT/SP vector magnetograms and intensity im-
ages. The BMR emerged in an emerging new granule con-
vection cell. The BMR was at first detected as an elongated
patch of only horizontal magnetic field, about 600 km long
and 300 km wide, with field strength of a few hundred Gauss.
In about 2 minutes, as the granule grew, the BMR grew to
about 1,300 km long and 700 km wide, and at each end of
the BMR the field had an obvious vertical component of the
polarity required for an emerging Ω loop in which the field
had the observed horizontal direction. At that time, the BMR
nearly spanned the granule and each end was in or near a dark
intergranular lane at an edge of the granule, and so was in or

being swept into the downflow at that edge of the granule
convection cell. Both the BMR’s being in the granule and
growing in synchrony with the granule to span the granule
and the observed growth and evolving form of the BMR’s
vector magnetic field give the impression that the BMR is
made by an emerging flux-rope Ω loop that is formed in and
by the plasma flow in the granule convection cell.

Because BMRs of all sizes have similar magnetic form and
similar progression of emergence, the apparent production of
the granule-size BMR by the granule convection cell sug-
gests that each bigger flux-rope Ω loop that emerges to make
a correspondingly bigger BMR is made in the same way as
a granule-size BMR by a convection cell of the size of the
BMR.

2.2. Biggest Recently-Emerged BMRs

In each 11-year sunspot cycle, nearly all BMRs big enough
to have sunspots (leading-polarity flux Φ >∼ 3 × 1020 Mx,
(Wang & Sheeley 1989) occur at latitudes less than 30◦north
and south (Hathaway 2015). In nearly all sunspot BMRs –
and hence in the flux-rope Ω loops that emerge to make them
– the magnetic field is directed roughly east-west. That is,
the flux of one polarity leads the flux of the other polarity in
the direction of solar rotation. During each cycle, nearly all
of the sunspot BMRs in the northern hemisphere have lead-
ing flux of one polarity and nearly all in the southern hemi-
sphere have leading flux of the opposite polarity. During the
next 11-year sunspot cycle, the east-west direction of the field
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in the BMR emerged Ω loops in each hemisphere is the re-
verse of what it was in the previous cycle. These solar-cycle
hemispheric rules for the magnetic field in sunspot-BMR Ω

loops constitute what is called Hale’s law (Hale & Nichol-
son 1925); see the review by van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green
(2015).

Hale’s law is generally thought to show that during each
sunspot cycle the sunspot-BMR Ω loops in each hemisphere
bubble up to the surface from a global band of toroidal mag-
netic field below that has the east-west direction of the field
in the Ω loops and that is somehow generated by a global dy-
namo process (Fan 2009; van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green 2015).
It is now widely thought that the toroidal field band sits at
the bottom of the convection zone and builds up there un-
til strands of it become buoyant enough to overcome some
downward-pushing restraint and bubble up through the con-
vection zone (e.g., Parker 1955, 1975); see the review by (Fan
2009). One idea for the downward-pushing restraint is that it
might be the dynamic pressure [ρ(vc)2/2, where ρ is the mass
density and vc is the flow speed] of the convection-cell down-
flows at the bottom of the convection zone (Fan 2009). To the
contrary, from MHD simulations of the buoyant rise of a flux
rope through the convection zone and comparison of aspects
of the resulting simulated rising flux-rope Ω loop with cor-
responding aspects of observed sunspot BMRs, it has been
inferred that the strength of the field in the initial flux rope
at the base of the convection zone needs to be ∼ 105 G, giv-
ing the initial flux rope a magnetic pressure and consequent
buoyancy far greater than the dynamic pressure of the con-
vection downflows expected at the bottom of the convection
zone (Fan 2009).

From each of 2700 recently-emerged sunspot BMRs in
full-disk magnetograms from the National Solar Observa-
tory/Kitt Peak, Wang & Sheeley (1989) measured the flux
Φ of the leading-polarity flux domain and the separation dis-
tance D of the centroid of that domain from the centroid of
the opposite-polarity trailing flux domain. The (Log D, Log
Φ) scatter plot of the measured values shows that, on aver-
age, the greater a BMR’s centroid separation, the greater its
flux. From this scatter plot, the linear least squares fit for
Log Φ as a function of Log D gives Φ = 4 ×1020D1.3 Mx,
where the length unit for D is the length spanned by 1 he-
liocentric degree on the solar surface (1◦ = 12,150 km). In
this plot, D ranges from about 10,000 km to about 200,000
km, and Φ ranges from 3 ×1020 Mx to about 3 ×1022 Mx.
The solar convection zone is about 200,000 km deep (e.g.,
Fan 2009). So, the BMR measurements of Wang & Shee-
ley (1989) show that in the biggest recently-emerged BMRs,
the separation distance of the opposite-polarity flux centroids
roughly equals the depth of the convection zone. This obser-
vation, with the notion that the flux-rope Ω loop that emerges
to make a BMR of centroid-separation distance D is made

by a convection cell of diameter D, suggests that the con-
vection zone’s biggest convection cells are about as wide as
the convection zone is deep, and that the two flux centroids
in the biggest recently-emerged BMRs, i.e., the two legs of
the emerged Ω loop, have been swept into, and are centered
on, downflows on opposite sides of one of the biggest cells
of solar convection. Moore et al. (2000) pointed out that big
BMRs might have this connection with giant cells, the con-
vection zone’s biggest convection cells, and, if so, the biggest
giant cells would be about as wide as the convection zone is
deep.

3. TWO SIMULATIONS

3.1. A Simulation of the Production of a BMR by a
Convection Cell

Stein & Nordlund (2012) simulated the production of a
BMR by the emergence of an Ω loop made by a convection
cell of the diameter of a small supergranule (∼ 20,000 km
across). They used a simulation of magnetoconvection in the
top 20,000 km of the convection zone, computed in a square
box 48,000 km wide and 20,000 km deep. The top of the box
mimics the top of the photosphere. At the start of the simula-
tion, there was no magnetic field in the box, only steady free
convection. Uniform horizontal field of gradually increasing
strength, up to 103 G, was introduced at the bottom. The
horizontal field was skewed 30◦ from east-west. In about a
day, a ∼ 20,000 km wide convection cell, centered near the
center of the box and spanning the 20,000 km depth of the
box, had ingested a stitch of the initially horizontal field, and
had bent and twisted it into an Ω loop that had each leg in
a downflow on opposite sides of the cell, and the top of the
Ω loop was near the photosphere. In three more days, the
Ω loop completed its emergence to make a BMR having its
opposite-polarity fluxes concentrated in downflows ∼ 20,000
km apart, having about the 30◦ tilt of the initial horizontal
field at the bottom, and having sunspot pores in flux concen-
trations of either polarity.

A sunspot pore is a sunspot that is too little to have penum-
bra (Bruzek 1977). The smallest sunspot BMRs are of the
size of the simulated BMR, ∼ half the size of the BMR in
Figure 1b, and their sunspots are typically pores.

The observed granule-size BMR analyzed by Ishikawa
et al. (2010) is similar in magnetic form and progression of
emergence to observed BMRs of all sizes, and is observed
to have its opposite-polarity ends in downflows on opposite
sides of the granule convection cell in which it emerges. The
simulated BMR produced in the Stein & Nordlund (2012)
simulation is also similar in magnetic form and progres-
sion of emergence to observed BMRs of all sizes, and has
its opposite-polarity ends in downflows on opposite sides
of the small-supergranule-size convection cell in which it
emerges. In that way, observed BMRs and the Stein & Nord-
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lund (2012) simulation together suggest that the flux-rope Ω

loop for a BMR of any size – from the size of a granule to
the size of a giant cell – is made in the same way as in the
simulation. That is, the BMR observations and the BMR-
production simulation together suggest that, for BMRs of all
sizes, a convection cell of the size of the BMR makes the Ω

loop by ingesting horizontal field that happens to be present
at the bottom of the cell.

3.2. A Global Simulation of the Convection Zone

Miesch et al. (2008) present a computer-generated MHD
simulation of all but the top 15,000 km of the global solar
convection zone. The simulation extends from the bottom
of the convection zone at 0.7 RS un to 15,000 km below the
photosphere. The simulated convection zone is full of con-
tinually evolving big convection cells that at the top have
diameters ranging from ∼ 200,000 km down to ∼ 10 times
smaller. So, the simulation’s biggest giant cells are, as an-
ticipated by Moore et al. (2000), about as wide as the con-
vection zone is deep. They are of the size expected if the
biggest-BMR emerged Ω loops that have been observed had
each leg trapped in a downflow on opposite sides of one of
the convection zone’s biggest giant cells.

The stronger of the simulation’s downflows are at edges of
giant cells, are ∼ 200,000 km apart, reach to the bottom of
the convection zone, and persist for about a month or more.
The speed vc of these giant-cell downflows at ∼ 200,000 km
below the photosphere, i.e., near the bottom of the simulated
convection zone, is ∼ 103 cm s−1. The plasma mass density
ρ at this depth is about 0.2 gm cm−3 (Guenther et al. 1992).
So, the downward dynamic pressure ρ(vc)2/2 of the giant-cell
downflows at the bottom of the simulated convection zone is
∼ 105 dyne cm−2. Hence, an upper bound on the strength Bbcz

of the horizontal field that might be confined (held down) to
the bottom of the convection zone by the simulation’s giant-
cell downflows is the field strength at which the magnetic
pressure B2/8π equals the dynamic pressure of the simula-
tion’s giant-cell downflows at the bottom (Fan 2009), which
gives Bbcz < 2 × 103 G.

This field-strength-limit value given by the convection-
zone simulation is an upper bound on the allowed field
strength of the global-dynamo-generated toroidal field band
at the bottom of the convection zone. That the convection-
zone simulation sets this limit at 2 ×103 G suggests the fol-
lowing four things. First, the 2 ×103 G limit suggests that
the magnetic field that becomes a biggest-BMR flux-rope Ω

loop does not start out as a ∼ 105 G toroidal flux rope that
was somehow made in the toroidal field band, as is often
assumed in simulations of the production of big-BMR flux-
rope Ω loops (Fan 2009). Second, the 2 ×103 G limit sug-
gests that the field to be made into a biggest-BMR flux-rope
Ω loop instead comes directly from the toroidal field band.

Third, the 2 ×103 G limit, by suggesting that the field that
becomes such an Ω loop comes directly from the toroidal
field band, also suggests that the embryo Ω-loop field ini-
tially has close to the same strength as the field in the toroidal
field band (∼ 103 G, << 105 G). Fourth, the 2 ×103 G limit
suggests that the toroidal field band becomes susceptible to
having a biggest-BMR Ω loop made from some of it by one
of the convection zone’s biggest giant convection cells when
the strength of the toroidal-band field has built up to ∼ 103

G.

4. ENVISIONED FLUX-ROPE Ω-LOOP PRODUCTION

Based on the above points from observations of BMRs,
the Stein & Nordlund (2012) simulation of the production
of a BMR by a convection cell, and the Miesch et al. (2008)
global convection-zone simulation, in this Section we present
in detail our proposed way of making the Ω loops for the
biggest BMRs (Section 4.1) and the Ω loops for all smaller
BMRs ranging down to the size of those observed in granules
(Section 4.2).

4.1. Biggest Flux-Rope Ω Loops

The biggest recently-emerged BMRs have opposite-
polarity-flux centroid separation distance D ∼ 200,000 km,
and have leading-polarity magnetic flux Φ ∼ 1022 Mx (Wang
& Sheeley 1989). Figure 2 schematically depicts our sce-
nario for how the flux-rope Ω loop that rises up through the
photosphere to become such a BMR might be made by the
flows in a giant convection cell from an upward protrusion in
the band of toroidal field that has been built up at the bottom
of the convection zone by the global dynamo process. Figure
2a depicts the envisioned situation about half a month after
the birth of the giant cell that sits in the center of the drawing.
Because there is no downflow but only upflow in the middle
of the giant cell, the buoyancy of the toroidal field band is
less restrained under the middle of the giant cell than under
the downflows on the sides. Because the toroidal field band’s
buoyancy was less restrained there, a patch of the toroidal
field band buoyed up into the middle of the bottom of the
giant cell, as depicted in Figure 2a. In drawing the upward
protrusion of the field band in Figure 2a, we assumed that be-
fore the birth of this giant cell there had been downflow over
where the middle of this giant cell now sits that had kept the
now-protruding patch of the field band from protruding, that
is, kept it pushed to the bottom of the convection zone. We
assumed that, starting from the birth of the giant cell, that
patch gradually bulged up, moving at of order the Alfvén
speed in it and/or at of order the speed of the convection flow
within ∼ 20,000 km of the bottom of the simulated convec-
tion zone, both of which are ∼ 10 m s−1 (Miesch et al. 2008,
and for toroidal field strength ∼ 2 × 103 G).

Figure 2a sketches the envisioned flow field and magnetic
field in or centered on a vertical east-west cross-section that
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cuts through the middle of the central giant convection cell
and part way through an adjacent giant cell on each side that
contributes to the concentrated downflow on its side of the
central giant cell. The vertical east-west cross-section sits at
∼ 20◦ latitude in the northern hemisphere and is viewed from
the south: east is to the left and west is to the right. The cur-
vature of spherical surfaces of constant heliocentric radius is
ignored: the top and bottom of the convection zone are drawn
as straight lines. The photosphere is the top edge of the panel,
and the bottom of the convection zone is the horizontal black
line near the bottom of the panel (this line is placed in the
middle of the tachocline: see Figure 2 caption and Section
4.2). The drawing is to scale, spanning 240,000 km in height
and 300,000 km east-west. The bottom of the convection
zone is placed 200,000 km below the photosphere, and the
central giant cell is drawn 200,000 km wide and ∼ 200,000
km tall, spanning nearly the entire vertical extent of the con-
vection zone, to be representative of the biggest giant convec-
tion cells in the convection-zone simulation of Miesch et al.
(2008).

The two red curves near the bottom of Figure 2a outline
the two-dimensional profile of the toroidal field band and
its upward protrusion traced in the vertical east-west cross-
section. The plane of the cross-section is the plane of north-
south symmetry of the protrusion: the height of the protru-
sion symmetrically decreases north and south with distance
from that vertical plane. Under the two giant-cell downflows,
outside the protrusion, the toroidal field band is 15,000 km
thick vertically, and is supposed to be wider north-south than
the crudely circular giant cell, which is 200,000 km in diam-
eter. The middle of the toroidal-field protrusion is 30,000 km
thick vertically, and is reasonably ∼ 30,000 km wide horizon-
tally north-south. That is, where the protruding flux tube has
its maximum protrusion, at the center of the bottom of the
giant cell, the flux tube’s diameter d is ∼ 30,000 km. There,
the flux tube’s area (normal to the field) (∼ d2) is reasonably
a few times larger than that flux tube’s area under the down-
flows. If the strength of the toroidal field is ∼ 2 × 103 G
under the downflows, then, at the center of the bottom of the
giant cell the field strength in the protruding flux tube is a
few times weaker, ∼ 103 G. For this field strength, the mag-
netic flux (∼ Bd2) in the protruding flux tube is of the order
of the flux in the flux-rope Ω loops that become the biggest
recently-emerged BMRs, ∼ 1022 Mx.

In Figure 2a, the blue contours are streamlines of the giant-
convection-cell plasma flow in the plane of the vertical east-
west cross-section through the middle of the central giant
cell. They show that the direction of the flow is upward in
the middle of the cell and downward at the edges, and that
the upflow is slower and wider than the downflows. The
black contours are streamlines of horizontally swirling flows
that are centered on the axis of symmetry of the central gi-

ant cell’s central upflow or on the axis of symmetry of the
downflow at either edge of the central giant cell. Each swirl
is the Coriolis-effect circulation resulting from the conser-
vation of angular momentum in a rotating fluid body such
as the Sun. In the northern hemisphere viewed from above,
updrafts swirl clockwise and downdrafts swirl counterclock-
wise. That is, the updrafts and downdrafts swirl in the direc-
tions shown by the arrowheads on the black swirl streamlines
in Figure 2a.

In our scenario for the Ω-loop’s production, we suppose
that the further rise of the flux tube in Figure 2a and its trans-
formation into a flux-rope Ω loop results primarily from the
giant cell’s convection flow and only secondarily from the
flux rope’s magnetic buoyancy. After the stage depicted in
Figure 2a, we ignore magnetic buoyancy effects, even though
buoyancy might well add significantly to the rise speed of
the Ω loop’s top resulting from the giant cell’s central up-
draft alone. If the downward dynamic pressure of the giant-
cell downflows is what sets the magnetic pressure (B2/8π)
of the toroidal field, perhaps the buoyancy of the protruding
stitch of toroidal field in Figure 2a is of the same order as
the upwelling convection’s upward force on the stitch. Our
basic assumption is that the convection forces on the rising
stitch are at least comparable to the buoyancy force, and that
as a result, the kinematics of the giant-cell convection that
we have envisioned in Figure 2a, based on the Miesch et al.
(2008) simulation of giant cells, give a useful gross picture
(Figure 2b) of the Ω loop’s evolving shape and extent in the
giant cell. That is a bold assumption. It needs testing by
appropriate numerical simulations of Ω-loop production by
giant cells, simulations similar to the simulation of Stein &
Nordlund (2012) of the production of a BMR Ω loop by a
supergranule-size convection cell, but having higher spatial
resolution. Numerical simulations capable of realistically de-
termining the importance of buoyancy relative to convection
in the rise of a giant-cell Ω loop will require higher spatial
resolution than present convection-zone numerical simula-
tions have, because the thinnest flux-tube substrands of the
roughly horizontal top of the rising Ω loop should be the most
buoyant (e.g., Gilman 2018).

Figure 2b shows the flux-rope Ω loop that the central gi-
ant cell’s convection flow has made from the flux tube that
is protruding from the toroidal field band in Figure 2a by en-
training that protrusion for about half a month from the time
of Figure 2a. In Figure 2b, the middle of the protrusion has
been carried up along the center line of the giant cell by the
upflow to become the top of the flux-rope Ω loop, and is now
about 150,000 km higher than in Figure 2a. At mid-levels of
the convection zone, the speed of the giant-cell upflows in the
Miesch et al. (2008) simulation is ∼ 100 m s−1. At this speed
the middle of the flux tube in Figure 2a would be conveyed
upward 150,000 km in ∼ 15 days.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Schematic depiction of the production of a biggest-BMR flux-rope Ω loop by a giant cell from ingested toroidal magnetic field. The
drawings are drawn to scale for a giant cell that is 200,000 km wide, spans the full 200,000 km depth of the convection zone, sits ∼ 20◦ north
of the equator, and is viewed from the south. The drawings depict convection flows and magnetic field in or centered on a vertical east-west
cross-section. The top of each panel is the photosphere. The bottom of each panel is 40,000 km below the convection zone’s bottom, which
is marked by the horizontal black line low in the panel. [The black line is supposed to mark the middle of the tachocline transition from the
convection zone to the stable radiative interior. The tachocline is ∼ 30,000 km thick (Thompson et al. 2003).] Blue curves are convection-flow
streamlines in the plane of the cross-section. Black curves are convection-flow streamlines in horizontal planes orthogonal to the plane of the
cross-section. Red curves are magnetic field lines that in (a) are in the plane of the cross-section and in (b) are on the surface of the flux-rope
Ω loop. In (a), at half a month after the birth of the giant cell, a flux-tube stitch of west-pointing toroidal field has welled up into the bottom of
the giant cell and has no twist yet. In (b), half a month later, the produced Ω loop’s upper part has been given left-handed twist, and the same
amount of right-handed twist has been given to the Ω loop’s lower legs and their extensions into the global toroidal field band.
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In Figure 2a, the direction of the embryo-Ω-loop flux tube
is straight east-west. As the upper part of the flux-tube Ω loop
is carried up by the giant cell’s upflow, the clockwise rotation
of the flow should tilt the horizontal direction of the top part
of the Ω loop away from east-west, so that the western leg
of the Ω loop sits closer to the equator than the eastern leg.
If it does, then when the flux-rope Ω loop emerges through
the photosphere to make a biggest recently-emerged BMR,
the BMR will have a tilt from east-west having the sense of
the average sunspot BMR tilt observed in the northern hemi-
sphere, that is, it will have Joy’s-law sense of tilt (van Driel-
Gesztelyi & Green 2015).

As the upper part of the flux-rope Ω loop is conveyed up-
ward, we expect it will expand in orthogonal cross-section.
In Figure 2b, we have arbitrarily given the top of the Ω loop a
diameter that is 5/3 bigger than in Figure 2a; the loop’s cross-
sectional diameter has increased from 30,000 km in Figure 2a
to 50,000 km in Figure 2b. If the field strength in the protru-
sion in Figure 2a is ∼ 1,000 G, then the field strength in the
top of the flux-rope Ω loop in Figure 2 is ∼ 360 G. Thus, if the
flux-rope Ω loops that emerge to make the biggest recently-
emerged BMRs are made in the manner depicted in Figure
2, and if the field strength of the initial flux tube at the bot-
tom of the convection zone is ∼ 103 G as we have inferred
from the strength of the downflows at the bottom of the con-
vection zone in the Miesch et al. (2008) simulation, then we
expect the strength of the field in the top of the Ω loop when
it reaches the bottom of the photosphere to be no stronger
than several hundred Gauss.

Our assumption that the diameter of the top of the rising
Ω-loop flux rope expanded from its initial diameter at the
bottom of the giant cell by only a factor of 5/3 is another
bold assumption that needs testing by appropriate numerical
simulations. Because observed BMRs have width of order
half the length of the separation distance between the cen-
troids of the two opposite-polarity flux domains, the width of
the Ω-loop top that emerges to become a BMR having D ∼
200,000 km should be no more than ∼ 100,000 km, ∼ twice
that drawn in Figure 2b. We suppose that draining of plasma
from the top of the rising Ω loop down the loop’s two legs
keeps the width of the top from becoming more than ∼ half
the Ω loop’s leg-to-leg span, but this needs to be tested by
simulations similar to that of Stein & Nordlund (2012) but for
a giant cell. The Stein & Nordlund (2012) simulation made
a BMR that is roughly twice as long as it is wide. We have
taken the diameter of the Ω loop at the stage shown in Figure
2b to be 50,000 km, as drawn, because our guess is that the
top of the Ω loop will flatten and spread laterally to become
∼ 100,000 km wide during the complex mass-unloading pro-
cess of emerging through the photosphere (e.g., Cheung et al.
2010). This guess needs testing by simulations of the emer-
gence through the photosphere, for Ω loops of giant-cell size.

As Figure 2b depicts, we suppose that during the ∼ 15 days
in which the middle of the flux-rope Ω loop is carried to the
top of the convection zone, each leg of the Ω loop is swept
into the downflow on its side of the giant cell, so that, at
middle depths in the convection zone, each leg of the Ω loop
is centered on the axis of the downflow. We also suppose
that, at the same time, horizontal flow toward cell center low
in the convection zone, having speed ∼ 10 m s−1, keeps the
lower end of each leg of the Ω loop ∼ 30,000 km away from
the downflow’s axis and toward the center of the giant cell.

Figure 2b also depicts that once the Ω-loop’s legs are in
the downflows, the counterclockwise rotation in both down-
flows gives left-handed twist to the magnetic field in the up-
per part of the Ω loop, and gives right-handed twist to the
field in the lower legs, in the feet, and in the continuation of
the Ω-loop’s flux tube in the toroidal field band. We have ar-
bitrarily chosen to depict the field twist that would be given
to the Ω-loop flux rope if each of the two downflow swirls
were to wind the field about its axis by about one and a half
turns during the rise of the Ω loop. Thus, the BMR made by
the emerged flux-rope Ω loop will have left-handed overall
magnetic twist, in agreement with the observation that most
sunspot BMRs in the northern hemisphere have left-handed
overall magnetic twist, often seen in coronal images as an
inverse-S-shaped sigmoid contortion of the BMR’s 3D mag-
netic field (van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green 2015).

For the production of a flux-rope Ω loop by a giant cell, as
we have depicted the production in Figure 2 and as is thought
to be the case in the convection zone (Longcope et al. 1998),
we assume that the clockwise rotation in the giant cell’s up-
flow is less than the counterclockwise rotation in the down-
flows at edges of the cell. So, while some right-handed twist
is given to the Ω loop’s magnetic field by the clockwise ro-
tation of the upflow acting on the top part of the rising Ω

loop, that part of the Ω loop’s field is given a greater amount
of left-handed twist by the counterclockwise rotations in the
two downflows acting on the entrained legs of the Ω loop.
Consequently, (1) the clockwise rotation of the upflow tilts
the plane of the Ω loop away from east-west so that the west
end of the upper part of the Ω loop is closer to the equator and
the east end is farther from the equator (a right-handed twist
in the Ω loop’s field), but (2) the tilted upper part of the Ω

loop has overall left-handed axial twist from the downflows
in the manner depicted in Figure 2b. Both that direction of
tilt and that sense of axial twist are in accord with what is ob-
served on average in recently-emerged BMR’s in the northern
hemisphere (van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green 2015). Thus, Fig-
ure 2 is a visualization of the so-called Σ-effect of Longcope
et al. (1998) that explains why in observed sunspot BMRs
in the northern hemisphere the overall bipole tends to have
clockwise tilt (which is a right-handed twist in the Ω loop’s
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magnetic field) but the bipole’s magnetic field tends to have
net left-handed twist.

The drawings in Figures 2a and 3a depict the giant-cell
convection flow as though it were laminar. Simulations of
the free convection at all levels of the convection zone (Stein
& Nordlund 1989; Miesch et al. 2008; Stein et al. 2009) com-
pellingly show that the flow in all convection cells of all sizes
– from granules, through supergranules, to the largest giant
cells – is in reality highly turbulent. In Figures 2 and 3, the
schematic depiction of the flow in giant cells purposely ig-
nores the turbulence and shows the flows as laminar to high-
light the average direction and spin of the flow in a giant cell.
The simulations show that the convection cells of each size
occur chaotically; each crowds out adjacent similar-size ex-
tant cells as it is born, grows to its maximum width, and fi-
nally is crowded out to extinction by the birth and growth of
new cells. The turbulence and randomness of the free con-
vection results in a substantial minority of the downflows be-
tween giant cells having little rotation or rotation direction
opposite to that expected from the Sun’s global rotation. That
is, the net angular momentum of the inflow to a giant-cell
downflow plume is often anticyclonic in direction instead of
having the cyclonic direction expected in the plume’s hemi-
sphere (Miesch et al. 2008). If both giant-cell downflows in
Figure 2a had anticyclonic direction instead of the depicted
cyclonic direction, the resulting twist in the upper part of the
flux-rope Ω loop in Figure 2b would be right-handed instead
of left-handed as depicted. The 3D coronal field of the re-
sulting BMR would have overall S-shaped sigmoid form in-
stead of the usual backward-S shape of recently-emerged sig-
moidal BMRs in the northern hemisphere. From vector mag-
netograms of BMRs and other signatures of the overall mag-
netic twist in BMRs, it is observed that a substantial minority
(∼ 25%) of sunspot BMRs have overall magnetic twist op-
posite in direction to that expected in the BMR’s hemisphere
(van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green 2015).

4.2. Smaller Flux-Rope Ω Loops

In our scenario, the flux-rope Ω loops that become BMRs
having flux-centroid-separation distances in the range from
about 100,000 km to about 200,000 km are made in the way
depicted in Figure 2, by giant cells that span the full depth of
the convection zone and have widths equal to the centroid-
separation distances of the BMRs. That is, these flux-rope
Ω loops are made by giant cells ranging in width from about
100,000 km to about 200,000 km. Because these convection
cells reach to the bottom of the convection zone, the BMR
flux-rope Ω loops that they make are made directly from the
dynamo-generated toroidal field at the bottom, by the cell
ingesting a stitch of that field, as in Figure 2.

From SDO/HMI full-disk Doppler velocity observations,
Hathaway et al. (2015) obtained the power spectrum of the

Sun’s photospheric convection flows. This power spectrum
and simulations of the free convection in the top 2,500 km of
the convection zone by Stein & Nordlund (1989), in the top
20,000 km by Stein et al. (2009), and in the global convec-
tion zone at all depths below 15,000 km (Miesch et al. 2008)
mutually indicate that there is a continuous size spectrum of
continually evolving convection cells, ranging from granules
(cell diameter Dc ∼ 1,000 km) to the largest giant cells (Dc ∼

200,000 km), the tops of all of which are in the photosphere.
For each size cell, the downflows at the cell edges funnel
into the downflows at the edges of larger cells. As a result,
the only downflows at the bottom of the convection zone are
downflows at the edges of the largest convection cells, the gi-
ant cells wider than about 100,000 km (Miesch et al. 2008).
The funneling of the downflows results in each convection
cell that is less than about 100,000 km wide not extending to
the bottom of the convection zone but only to a depth com-
parable to the cell’s width.

If, as the observations discussed in Section 2 suggest, a
BMR of any one size is made by the emergence of a flux-
rope Ω loop of that size and that Ω loop is made by a con-
vection cell of that size, and if the convection cell makes the
Ω loop in the manner simulated by Stein & Nordlund (2012)
(for a BMR of the size of a small supergranule) and depicted
in Figure 2 (for a BMR of the size of a big giant cell), then
there has to be horizontal magnetic field present at the bot-
tom of the convection cell that the cell can ingest to make into
the Ω loop. That is, our scenario for BMR Ω-loop produc-
tion by convection cells requires that at the bottom of each
convection cell that makes a BMR flux-rope Ω loop, there
is enough horizontal field for the cell to make the Ω loop.
In our scenario, the horizontal field for making the Ω loops
for the biggest BMRs, those having centroid-separation dis-
tances greater than about 100,000 km, the needed horizontal
field is the dynamo-generated toroidal field at the bottom of
the convection zone. For making the Ω loops for all smaller
BMRs, our scenario requires the entire top half of the convec-
tion zone be thickly enough populated with horizontal field
for the convection cells having their bottoms in the top half of
the convection zone to make the flux-rope Ω loops for all the
BMRs smaller than ∼ 100,000 km in centroid-separation dis-
tance. Our suggestion for what adequately populates the top
half of the convection zone with horizontal field is the leak-
iness of the turbulent free convection’s downward pumping
of horizontal field.

The downward pumping of horizontal magnetic field by
the convection zone’s turbulent free convection is called tur-
bulent pumping or topological pumping (e.g., Tobias et al.
2001). This effect is a prospective agent for pushing horizon-
tal field to the bottom of the convection zone and keeping it
there (e.g., Dorch & Nordlund 2001). In particular, turbulent
pumping is often advocated for counteracting the buoyancy
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. . Schematic depiction of the production of a failed-BMR Ω loop by a giant cell from ingested toroidal magnetic field. The scale,
symbolism, and placement ∼ 20◦ north of the equator, are the same as in Figure 2, but here the toroidal field and giant cell are viewed from the
east, in the direction of the toroidal field, and the vertical cross-section is north-south through the centers of the central giant cell and its two
shafts of strong downflow. In (a), at half a month after the birth of the central giant cell, a flux-tube stitch of the toroidal field has welled up
into the bottom of the giant cell and has no twist yet. In (b), half a month later, because the produced Ω-loop’s legs have not been swept into
the two strong downflows, the Ω loop has been given little twist. That has resulted in the upper part of the Ω loop having fragmented into many
separate flux tubes that do not directly emerge. Instead, they remain for about a month in the upper convection zone as horizontal field from
which smaller convection cells make BMR Ω loops of their size.
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of the global-dynamo-generated toroidal field at the bottom
enough that the dynamo process can build up enough toroidal
field flux for a sunspot BMR, before the toroidal field be-
comes so strong and hence so buoyant that it overcomes the
downward pumping and bubbles up in the Ω loops that make
sunspot BMRs (e.g., Dorch & Nordlund 2001; Tobias et al.
2001; Charbonneau 2020). Especially in the dynamo sce-
nario of Moore et al. (2016), it is explicitly assumed that
all convection-zone horizontal field, either in or not in the
dynamo-generated global toroidal field bands, is largely con-
fined to the bottom of the convection zone by the free con-
vection’s topological pumping.

Figure 2 portrays the downward topological pumping’s
leakiness in trying to confine the toroidal field band to the
bottom of the convection zone. While the giant-cell down-
flows do counteract the buoyancy of the toroidal field band
and keep it largely held down, the toroidal field leaks upward
in the cell centers, where there is no downflow, only upflow.

Figure 2 is drawn with the two plumes of strong downflow
optimally aligned with the toroidal field for the giant cell to
make the flux-rope Ω loop: the center of the eastern down-
flow plume is directly east of the center of the western down-
flow plume. That is, both downflow plumes sit on the same
flux tube of the toroidal field band. For this alignment, the
eastern and western legs of the rising stitch of toroidal field
are well positioned to be drawn into the eastern and western
strong downflow plumes, and twisted by them, so that the
field stitch is made into a twisted-field flux-rope Ω loop as in
Figure 2b. If the toroidal field band in each hemisphere is at
least ∼ 20◦ (∼ 200,000 km) wide in latitude, its 360◦ of lon-
gitude is always covered by at least a few tens of giant cells.
But no more than a few BMRs the size of giant cells ever oc-
cur in either hemisphere per solar rotation. That is, recently-
emerged giant-cell-size BMRs are observed to be few and far
between. Evidently, only a few of the giant cells situated over
the toroidal field band make a cell-spanning flux-rope Ω loop
and resulting BMR. A plausible main reason for this is that
a giant cell rarely has two strong downflow plumes aligned
directly east-west as in Figure 2.

We conjecture that many of the giant cells that sit on a
toroidal field band do not have two roughly equal strong
downflow plumes on opposite sides of the cell, and that of
those that do have such a pair of downflow plumes, the align-
ment of the two plumes is usually not nearly east-west as
in Figure 2. For a large majority of giant cells sitting on
the toroidal field band and having such a pair of downflow
plumes, we suppose that, instead of Figure 2, Figure 3 is
more representative of the alignment of the pair of down-
flow plumes with respect the toroidal field. Like the drawing
in Figure 2a, the drawing in Figure 3a is centered on a giant
cell that sits ∼ 20◦ north of the equator. But the view direc-
tion in Figure 3a is from the east, straight east-west, in the

direction of the toroidal field, which, as it does in Figure 2a,
points straight west; north is to the left and south is to the
right. In Figure 3a, the alignment of the pair of strong down-
flow plumes is north-south, orthogonal to the toroidal field.
Figure 3, in the manner of Figure 2, depicts the flow and
magnetic field in or centered on a north-south vertical cross-
section through the center of the giant cell and the centers of
each of the two downflow plumes. Figure 3a depicts the sit-
uation about half a month after the birth of the giant cell. It
is supposed that there are weaker downflows on the east and
west sides of the giant cell (in front of and behind the plane
of the drawing) that keep the toroidal field band held down
there, and that a stitch of the toroidal field band had by now
buoyed up in the middle of the bottom of the cell, as shown
in Figure 3a. The red circle in Figure 3a is the cross-section
of the summit of the flux-tube stitch, which is being ingested
up into the giant cell.

Figure 3b shows the cross-section of the top of the east-
west Ω loop that we envision has been made by the convec-
tion flow in the giant cell by about half a month after the time
of Figure 3a. Because the legs of the Ω loop have not been
swept into the two strong downflow plumes, we suppose that
the upper half of the Ω loop is much less twisted than in Fig-
ure 2b, and, as a result of having little twist, has not held
itself together by its twist to be a single twisted flux rope as
in Figure 2b, but has fragmented into a loose bundle of many
strands, roughly in the manner of the fragmentation found in
simulations of flux ropes of little twist as the flux rope buoy-
antly rises through the convection zone (Fan 2009). Each
strand has some fraction of the total magnetic flux in the ini-
tial flux-tube stitch of the toroidal field band. Coriolis-effect
clockwise rotation of the upflow has turned the top half of
the Ω loop clockwise (viewed from above). The legs of the
Ω loop have been swept into the weak downflows on the east
and west sides of the giant cell. The counterclockwise rota-
tion of each of those downflows has given weak left-handed
twist to the bundle of flux tubes comprising the top half of
the Ω loop. The magnetic field direction expected from the
two opposite Coriolis-effect twists in combination is shown
in Figure 3b by the short arrow in each of the flux-tube cross-
sections in the cross-section of the Ω-loop bundle.

We further conjecture that because of having less twist, the
strands of each giant-cell-made fragmented Ω loop are less
buoyant than the flux-rope Ω loop in Figure 2b, not buoy-
ant enough to overcome the downward topological pumping
of the free convection enough to emerge through the photo-
sphere and make a BMR that spans the giant cell. Instead,
we envision that the field in the top of each such big frag-
mented Ω loop resides in the upper half of the convection
zone as roughly horizontal field for ∼ 1 month before it is
gradually pumped down out of the upper half to the bottom
by the downward pumping of the free convection. Thus, by
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most giant cells that sit on the toroidal field band making
fragmented Ω loops that fail to directly emerge to become a
giant-cell-spanning BMR – as the flux-rope Ω loop in Fig-
ure 2b is supposed to do – we envision the upper half of the
convection zone to be thickly populated by horizontal field
that all smaller convection cells can feed on to make BMRs
of their size.

During each 11-year sunspot cycle, sunspot BMRs emerge
only in two broad latitudinal bands bracketing the equator,
each ∼ 20◦ wide. Each band centers about 30◦ from the
equator at the start of each new 11-year cycle, and steadily
drifts equatorward at ∼ 1 m s−1 to end centered a few de-
grees from the equator (Hathaway 2015). Each new band of
sunspot BMRs is the continuation of a similar wide band of
magnetic activity that begins ∼ 10 years earlier at ∼ 55◦ from
the equator, also steadily drifts equatorward at ∼ 1 m s−1, and
starts having sunspot BMRs in it when it reaches ∼ 30◦ from
the equator. The ∼ 20-year progression of the pair of mag-
netic activity bands – one in the northern hemisphere and one
in the southern hemisphere – from its start at ∼ ±55◦ from the
equator to the near-equator end of the pair of sunspot-BMR
bands that it becomes is called an extended solar activity cy-
cle (Wilson et al. 1988).

At latitudes poleward of ∼ 30◦, the two magnetic activ-
ity bands have no sunspot BMRs. Instead, ephemeral re-
gions, BMRs too small to have sunspots, emerge in each
wide band. The magnetic field of the emerged Ω loop in
these spotless BMRs tends to have the same east-west di-
rection as the sunspot BMRs will have once the band has
approached closer than ∼ 30◦ to the equator (Wilson et al.
1988; Savcheva et al. 2009). That is evidence that each hemi-
sphere’s global-dynamo-generated toroidal field band – that
becomes the source of that hemisphere’s sunspot BMRs in
each sunspot cycle – originates at ∼ 55◦ from the equator, is
the source of the spotless-BMR band that begins with it at ∼
55◦, and drifts equatorward with it at ∼ 1 m s−1 (Wilson et al.
1988). For some reason, the toroidal field band is the source
of only spotless small BMRs when it is poleward of ∼ 30◦,
but when equatorward of ∼ 30◦, it is the source of sunspot
BMRs of all sizes as well as many – if not all – spotless
smaller BMRs.

In accord with the Moore et al. (2016) amended Babcock
scenario for the solar-cycle dynamo, we expect the follow-
ing is the basic reason that no sunspot BMRs emerge from a
toroidal field band until the band is within ∼ 30◦ of the equa-
tor. We expect that, before then, the dynamo process that
generates the toroidal field band has not yet given it enough
flux for a giant cell to make from a stitch of it an Ω loop hav-
ing enough flux for making a sunspot BMR. For a toroidal
field band poleward of ∼ 30◦, we conjecture that, when a
giant cell sitting on it makes from a stitch of it – in the man-
ner of Figures 2 and 3 – an Ω loop of the cell’s size, the

Ω loop has too little flux to be buoyant enough to directly
emerge as a BMR the size of the giant cell. We posit that, in-
stead of directly emerging as a giant-cell-size BMR, the top
of the giant-cell-made Ω loop becomes horizontal field re-
siding near the top of the convection zone for about a month
before much of it is pumped back down to the bottom of the
convection zone. We suppose that provides the horizontal
field that ephemeral-region-size convection cells can ingest
to make flux-rope Ω loops for the ephemeral-region BMRs
in the magnetic activity band when it is poleward of ∼ 30◦.

Gilman (2018) presents a linearized stability analysis of
a model toroidal field layer residing in the tachocline. The
tachocline is the solar-rotation transition layer between the
latitudinal differential rotation of the bottom of the convec-
tion zone and the solid-body rotation of the convectively-
stable solar interior below the convection zone. The anal-
ysis investigates the effect of the radial gradient in rota-
tion speed on the buoyancy instability of the model toroidal
field. Poleward of ∼ ±30◦ from the equator, rotation in the
tachocline is retrograde relative to the interior and the relative
rotation speed increases with radial distance up through the
tachocline. Gilman’s analysis finds that the negative sense of
the radial differential rotation allows the toroidal field layer
to be buoyantly unstable for any field strength. Perhaps that
results in the toroidal field layer poleward of ∼ 30◦ being
so leaky against confinement by the giant-cell downflows
that the dynamo process cannot build up enough toroidal-
field flux to make sunspot BMRs, but only enough to make
ephemeral regions (Gilman 2018).

Equatorward of ∼ ±30◦, rotation in the tachocline is pro-
grade relative to the interior and the relative rotation speed
increases with radial distance up through the tachocline.
Gilman’s analysis finds that the positive sense of radial dif-
ferential rotation and its magnitude render the toroidal field
layer buoyantly stable for field strengths up to a latitude-
dependent limit. At the equator, the limit is about 9 x 103

G and at ± 20◦ latitudes the limit is about 6 x 103 G. This
suggests that at 20◦ the toroidal field strength could be up to
three times stronger than our ∼ 2 x 103 G limit obtained from
the downward dynamic pressure of the giant-cell downflows
in the Miesch et al. (2008) simulation. A three-times stronger
toroidal field in Figure 2 would give the Ω loop ∼ 3 x 1022 Mx
of flux instead of the ∼ 1 x 1022 Mx that we found from as-
suming a strength of ∼ 2 x 103 G for the toroidal field band.
Several of the giant-cell-size BMRs measured by Wang &
Sheeley (1989) had about 3 x 1022 Mx in the leading-polarity
flux domain.

Another interesting relevant idea is that before the dynamo
process can build the strength of the toroidal field at ∼ 20◦

to 6 x 103 G, large-scale dynamics of the tachocline might
heave large patches of the toroidal field band up into the bot-
tom of the convection zone (Dikpati & Gilman 2005; Dikpati
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& McIntosh 2020). A typical raised patch might span two
or three giant cells. Giant cells plausibly could feed on the
raised patches of the toroidal field band to make giant-cell-
size Ω loops and their BMRs. Perhaps this could be why
most BMRs of ∼ 200,000 km span have, as the measure-
ments of Wang & Sheeley (1989) show, leading-polarity flux
closer to 1 x 1022 Mx than 3 x 1022 Mx.

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper envisions a conceptual or heuristic model for
how a solar convection cell of any size might make a
magnetic-flux-rope Ω loop that emerges to become a bipolar
magnetic region (BMR) of that size. How the model is based
on some well-known BMR observations and solar convection
simulations, and how the model works, in summary, are the
following.

Stein & Nordlund (2012) simulated the production of a
BMR of the size of a small supergranule by the emergence of
a flux-rope Ω loop of the BMR’s size. In the simulation, the
flux-rope Ω loop is made by a convection cell of the BMR’s
size, by the cell ingesting horizontal magnetic field placed at
the bottom of the cell. This simulation suggests to us that the
magnetic field that emerges to become a BMR of any size
– from as little as granules to as big as giant cells (the con-
vection zone’s biggest cells of free convection) – might be
a flux-rope Ω loop that is made by a convection cell of the
BMR’s size in the manner of the simulation. On the basis of
the following three observations, the present paper promotes
this idea that BMRs of all sizes are emerged Ω loops, each of
which is made by a convection cell and spans that cell. First,
BMRs of all sizes have the magnetic shape and the manner of
emergence expected for an emerging flux-rope Ω loop. Sec-
ond, it appears that the Ω loops that emerge to become the
smallest BMRs are each made by the granule convection cell
in which it emerges. Third, the biggest observed recently-
emerged BMRs and the biggest giant cells in the Miesch et al.
(2008) simulation of the global convection zone both have
about the same lateral span and that span is comparable to
the depth of the convection zone. From these observations,
we envision how the giant cells that sit on toroidal field gen-
erated at the bottom of the convection zone by the global dy-
namo process might make, from stitches of the toroidal field,
Ω loops that span the giant cell. Depending on the alignment
of the giant cell’s downflows with the toroidal field, the gen-
erated Ω loop is one or the other of two kinds. If the giant cell
has a pair of strong downflow plumes on opposite sides, and
if the pair of plumes is nearly enough aligned in the direction
of the toroidal field, then the generated Ω loop is a single flux
rope and much of the top of the Ω loop emerges through the
photosphere to become a BMR that spans the giant cell. If
the giant cell has no such pair of strong downflow plumes,
or if the pair of plumes is not nearly enough aligned with

the toroidal field, then the generated Ω loop is a loose bun-
dle of many separate flux tubes that do not directly emerge
as BMRs. Instead, the dispersed flux tubes of the tops these
Ω loops populate the top half of the convection zone as hori-
zontal magnetic field that smaller convection cells feed on to
make flux-rope Ω loops of their size. Each of these smaller
Ω loops emerges as a BMR of the size of the convection cell
that made it.

As Figure 2b indicates, in the envisioned way of making
flux-rope Ω loops by giant cells ingesting flux-tube stitches
from the toroidal field band, the making of each Ω loop that
has left-handed twist in its top part that emerges as a big
BMR puts an equal amount of right-handed twist into the
Ω loop’s lower legs and their extensions into the toroidal
field. This raises the possibility that, if the global dynamo
process generates toroidal field having little or no twist, then,
in the northern hemisphere, after enough left-handed-twist
flux-rope Ω-loop tops have been made by giant cells, as in
Figure 2, say by early in the declining phase of a sunspot
cycle, the toroidal field, then and in the remainder of the de-
cline to cycle minimum, might have so much right-handed
twist that a majority of large-BMR-making flux-rope Ω-loop
tops have net right-handed twist when they emerge. Ti-
wari et al. (2009) report possible evidence for this late-in-
the-cycle hemispheric-twist-rule violation anticipated from
our picture of the generation of flux-rope Ω loops by giant
cells. From high-resolution vector magnetograms they mea-
sured the global (net) twist in the magnetic field in each of
47 sunspots in the declining phase of sunspot Cycle 23. For
42 of the 47 sunspots, the direction of the overall net twist
in the sunspot’s magnetic field was the opposite of the di-
rection expected for the sunspot’s hemisphere. Hao & Zhang
(2011) also found results consistent with those of Tiwari et al.
(2009).

For the global solar dynamo process, Moore et al. (2016)
present a scenario that is an extension of the original Bab-
cock (1961) scenario for the dynamo process that sustains the
11-year sunspot cycle. To a limited degree, the Moore et al.
(2016) scenario is demonstrated by the solar dynamo simula-
tion of Yeates & Muñoz-Jaramillo (2013). The Moore et al.
(2016) scenario envisions how the polar field that is present
at the onset of each new sunspot cycle might be made a la
Babcock (1961) from the BMRs of the previous cycle (called
the old cycle) in a way such that, at about two years after the
onset of the old sunspot cycle, the new-cycle toroidal field
band starts being generated at latitudes above those of the
old-cycle toroidal field band, in agreement with the observed
so-called extended solar activity cycle (Wilson et al. 1988).

A key requirement of the Moore et al. (2016) dynamo sce-
nario is that the convection zone’s turbulent free convection,
via turbulent pumping, pushes horizontal field to the bottom
and holds it there. It is supposed that the downward turbu-
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lent pumping is what makes the toroidal field reside at the
bottom of the convection zone as the toroidal field is built
there from horizontal poloidal field by latitudinal differen-
tial rotation. From assuming that the strength of the toroidal
field for large-sunspot-BMR production is set by the giant-
cell downflows at the bottom of the convection zone, which
the Miesch et al. (2008) simulation finds to be ∼ 10 m s−1,
the strength of the toroidal field in our Figure 2 scenario for
giant-cell Ω-loop production is ∼ 2 × 103 G. With that field
strength and the ∼ 200,000 km width of the biggest giant cells
in the Miesch et al. (2008) simulation, our Figure 2 scenario
plausibly explains why the magnetic flux in each Ω loop for
the biggest recently-emerged BMRs (which have their two
opposite-polarity flux centroids separated by ∼ 200,000 km)
is ∼ 1022 Mx. In this way, our scenario for making the
biggest BMR Ω loops from giant cells and the Miesch et al.
(2008) simulation of the global convection zone together (1)
support the Moore et al. (2016) amended Babcock scenario
for the sunspot-cycle dynamo process, and (2) question the
widely-held idea that sunspot-BMR Ω loops are buoyant flux
ropes in which the field strength is ∼ 105 G when the flux
rope begins to rise from the bottom of the convection zone.

The Miesch et al. (2008) global simulation of the convec-
tion zone supports the Moore et al. (2016) dynamo scenario
in another way as well. The Moore et al. (2016) scenario
supposes that, to match the ∼ 1 m s−1 equatorward drift of
each magnetic activity band of the extended solar cycle, the
toroidal field band that is the source of the active magnetic
field and sits under it at the bottom of the convection zone
drifts equatorward at ∼ 1 m s−1, conveyed at that speed by
equatorward meridional flow. In the Miesch et al. (2008) sim-
ulation, at the bottom of the convection zone there is equa-
torward meridional flow of that magnitude.

In Figures 2 and 3, the top of the toroidal field band gener-
ated by the global dynamo process is arbitrarily placed at the
middle of the tachocline. The proposed scenario for making
cell-spanning Ω loops by giant cells is practically the same

if the toroidal field band is placed 15,000 km higher so that
its bottom is at the middle of the tachocline. This higher
placement of the toroidal field band is perhaps preferable to
the lower placement depicted in Figures 2 and 3 if, as in the
sunspot-cycle dynamo scenario of Moore et al. (2016), the
toroidal field for the sunspot cycle is at the bottom of the
convection zone, is generated by latitudinal differential rota-
tion, and is swept equatorward at ∼ 1 m s−1 by meridional
flow.

Whether giant cells can make BMR and failed-BMR Ω

loops of their size from underlying toroidal field in the man-
ner that we have schematically envisioned here remains to
be tested by simulations that are similar to that of Stein &
Nordlund (2012), but span the full depth of the convection
zone instead of only the top 20,000 km. Any such simulation
is beyond the scope of the present paper. We hope that our
scenario for making BMR Ω loops of all sizes will lead to
simulations that can test it.
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